Second Quarterly Briefing of 2021
Building The BeltLine For All
Questions & Answers
6.10.2021
Presenters made every effort to answer as many questions from attendees as possible live during this
virtual meeting. The questions and answer portion of this meeting can be replayed here starting at time
stamp 1:01:00. All questions that were not answered before the meeting ended are reflected and
answered below.

Live Questions and Responses
Other
1. Are any skateparks planned for the beltline in the near future? How can we push the idea
for more skateparks?
A. We engaged the local and broader skater community in the design of a new facility
that will be part of the Boulevard Crossing Park. While that design process will finish
up later this year, we do not currently have funding identified for construction.
2. Could you tell us how much each of these projects are costing?
A. I'm not sure which questions you are referring to but will assume that you are
referring to the construction portion of the presentation. The construction shown
represents approximately a $31M investment in construction cost. We are working
with Neighborhood Nexus to create an investment map to share detailed information
on investment by the Atlanta Beltline and hope to share that with the public soon.
3. Is there any information about a skatepark at Westside Park. If not, who do we contact for
that?
A. That skatepark was part of the original Subarea Master Plan. As the oversight of
design and construction for Westside Park is being handled by Department of Parks
and Recreation, we suggest you reach out to that group to get the current plans for
the park.
4. Where can we learn more about grant opportunities?
A. Here is the link to Facade Program https://beltline.org/the-project/economicdevelopment-commercial-real-estate/business-facade-partnership-grantprogram/#overview\.
5. Have you purchased the land on the Northside? If not, should this be a priority considering
the higher cost of land?
A. Yes, this is a very high priority. As we complete the study underway, we will move
into real estate purchases as the next step.

*Please note, questions listed here have been transcribed verbatim with minor edits to punctuation and
spelling.

